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00:39 --> 01:02 
BONNIE: Hello, and welcome to PBS’s To the Contrary. I’m Bonnie Erbe. Today we’re having a conversation with former 
New Jersey Governor and Administrator of the EPA under George W. Bush, Ms. Christine Todd Whitman. Ms. Whitman 
now has an environmental and energy consulting firm. Welcome, Governor Whitman. 
 
01:02 --> 01:03 
WHITMAN: It’s good to be with you again. 
 
01:03 --> 01:09 
BONNIE: So, let’s get right down to it. The EPA, what do you think of what’s going on there? 
 
01:09 --> 02:17 
WHITMAN: Well, Scott Pruitt was a disaster for the agency. Not so much because of the policy although that’s really bad, 
but that’s the President’s determination, that’s not gonna change under Andrew Wheeler. But it was more of his ethical 
tone-deafness that really, in the way of operating, he had a very closed shop, he didn’t let people up, he had that secret 
phone booth that was built for what reason I can’t imagine, and it just created an atmosphere of distrust. People were 
nervous; they didn’t want to bring things up because he chopped their heads off and he only talked to a small coterie of 
people. So, morale was really bad in the agency and it had become a laughing stock because of all the ethical issues and 
some of them were so bizarre: sending them out to get a special kind of body lotion for him using his detail, his 
protective detailing, sending somebody out from the agency out to get a mattress from Trump Hotel. They were just 
kind of bizarre things that, to me, I couldn’t understand how he stayed that long because he was an embarrassment to 
the administration, much less the agency, but to the entire administration. But he was certainly carrying out the 
President’s policies and that’s why I don’t think it’s going to change under Wheeler. Morale will get better. 
 
02:17 --> 02:20 
BONNIE: Morale WILL get better, you say. 
 
02:20 --> 02:20 
WHITMAN: Oh, yes. 
 
02:21 --> 02:27 
BONNIE: Um, although he laid off a lot of people, too, right? He didn’t fill positions, he laid people off... 
 
02:26 --> 03:39 
WHITMAN: Right, and that’s gonna be the same. But morale within the agency as far as an administrator who will talk to 
them, who at least recognizes that they’re there and they have some expertise. Andrew Wheeler will, he’s gonna be 
sensitive to the fact that he’s got institutional knowledge there; he doesn’t want to lose all of it. I mean, clearly he comes 
from a background of heavy coal industry. He’s part of the program to roll back some of the protections that we’ve 
enjoyed to ensure that we have healthy lifestyles and can breathe the air and drink the water. He’s gonna be much more 
lenient than I, personally, would like him to be, and he’s gonna roll back more regulations. Actually, probably gonna do a 
better job at that than Scott Pruitt did, because Scott Pruitt was, I think, grandstanding a lot, and he’d make some grand 
pronouncement that he was rolling something back, and you can’t get up one morning and decide, “Oh! It’s okay to have 
lead in your water! We’re gonna get rid of that regulation!” You have to come back and say, “Well, this, the standard at 
which they said it was wrong; to high, to low; whatever. This is where it should go, and here’s a justification for that. 
There’s a process. So, a lot of what Scott Pruitt did won’t stand the test of time. When Andrew Wheeler does that- 
 
03:39 --> 03:44 
BONNIE: What will happen to it? Will it be thrown out, will it be challenged in the court- 
 
03:43 --> 03:59 
WHITMAN: Yeah, it’ll be challenged in the court, because the process wasn’t right. Whereas Andrew Wheeler is gonna 
do it right. And it still will get challenged, because the environmental groups will challenge it, but at least he will have all 
the steps in place and be able to justify, in his mind, why the rollback occurred. 



 
04:00 --> 04:13 
BONNIE: When you see what’s being done to environmental regulations under this administration, what hurts you 
most? What act were you involved with in-champion that you see flattened? 
 
04:12 --> 05:04 
WHITMAN: Any of them. Clean air, clean water; the idea that you’re going to bring back coal if you allow the coal 
production facilities to dump their tailings next to water sources because it’s more convenient, that’s gonna bring back 
coal is just wrong. But what it can well do is poison people down the stream because coal tailings have lead, they have 
mercury, they have arsenic; none of them are good for your blood and we have see when the slurry pits breach and 
when it gets into the water, it also seeps down in. Coal is dying a slow death because of the low cost of natural gas. And 
then we have the administration also now pushing for the Southeast to release more oil and gas. I mean, it’s 
countervening policies and promoting more shale gas development. Those are all undermining coal. Ultimately. 
 
05:05 --> 05:06 
BONNIE: And fracking for the gas. 
 
05:06 --> 05:25 
WHITMAN: Fracking for the gas, it’s all kind of counterproductive, but it sounds good, you know? It goes to the base and 
that’s what the president has indicated. It’s what he cares about. It’s not so much based on, “Is this policy the right way 
to help my basses?” The base likes the sound. The base likes to hear that I’m being strong. 
 
05:26 --> 05:34 
BONNIE: Do you think there will be a point when the base will get sick of drinking polluted water and breathing polluted 
air? 
 
05:34 --> 06:32 
WHITMAN: Oh, yes. I mean, if they- but that’s going to take them a while. Where you’ll see it more is with the trade 
wars and what’s already happened, say the price of soybeans. Farmers are already very worried, they’re seeing a real 
drop in the price of a lot of commodities because we sell so much to China. And that means that they’re now not buying 
forward on grainstocks and things for planning for the next harvest. And of course, the climate is changing. We may not 
talk about it, but that doesn’t make it go away, and so anytime we have to rely on mother nature for livelihood, it’s 
touch and go all the time. And when you add this other part of it where you’re starting to see a trade war that’s gonna 
make your product less attractive to your main export is hurting. And that’s where I think people start to say, “Wait a 
minute. We wanted changes, we wanted to do away with regulation, we agree, we gotta get better trade deals. This is 
not what we expected as the outcome. 
 
06:33 --> 06:53 
BONNIE: Well, let’s  go through a couple of the Obama era regulations that were put forth under the PA. The clean 
power act: how has that helped Americans and what under the Pruitt/Wheeler EPA do you think will happen to it? 
 
06:54 --> 07:42 
WHITMAN: Well, what it did was set standards on things like Mercury as well as Carbon. Something we’ve never had is a 
standard for Mercury. George W. Bush, we sent a bill up to the Hill, a Three-Pollution Bill. And C02, Nitrogen-Oxide and 
Mercury, and the environmentalists fought us because it wasn’t perfect. Well, that’s what you do. You send a bill up to 
the Hill and then they work on it. You give them the parameters of where you want to go and then they work on it, but 
we couldn’t even get a hearing. So there is no standard in this country for Mercury. We know it’s highly polluting, 
particularly in the areas closest to the source. And so, this executive order would have significantly rolled that back, and 
all these things take time to implement. It’s been tied up in court, so nothing much has happened with it to date. 
 
07:42 --> 07:47 
BONNIE: The corporations were challenging the Obama rule, but you’re saying now? 
 



07:47 --> 8:19 
WHITMAN: Well, some of the Corporations are challenging it. There are other corporations that are actually good actors, 
but now those those that were challenging and even some of those that were ready to go forward, are slowing down 
because they’re saying, “Wait a minute, we don’t want to go out on a limb  on this and spend a lot of money, because 
it’s not really probably going to help our quarterly earnings reports if we’re not going to have to or if the standards 
suddenly going to change.” I mean, that’s what was so frustrating about what he did with the tailpipe emissions. The car 
companies- the manufactures had all prepared for this. They were moving forward on this. In fact,- 
 
08:20 --> 08:22 
BONNIE: Two less pollutants. 
 
08:22 --> 09:17 
WHITMAN: Right, and then you had the energy utilities, many of whom were saying, “Yeah, let’s get electric vehicles 
because that’s where they saw their potential growth.” And then all of sudden we said, “No, we’re gonna roll that back” 
and the car companies are saying, “Ok, now what do we do?” Again, you don’t want to make a big capital investment 
that’s gonna take a while to amortize if the standards gonna change again all of a sudden. And we were moving that 
way, and we know between two and three hundred thousand people in this country die every year from dirty, 
airborne-related causes: lung cancer, emphysema, asthma; all those things. Not to mention what it does to kids when 
they miss school days; single largest cause in this school days. And tailpipes from from vehicles is a huge, huge part of 
that, and we were moving toward improving that and now we’re not, and that’s very troubling. 
 
09:17 --> 09:44 
BONNIE: Well, how did the corporations - you know, the car companies, the car manufacturers for example - do they 
look at this attempted dismantling of the corporate average fuel economy regulations, do they see this as temporary? As 
something that’s gonna be reversed when there’s a new administration? 
 
09:45 --> 09:49 
WHITMAN: Yeah. They’re not sure now, so they’re reluctant to move forward. 
 
09:40 --> 9:51 
BONNIE: But do they even want to pollute anymore? 
 
9:51 --> 10:36 
WHITMAN: No, they really don’t, but it gets down to economics because right now, with the price of gas going up, 
people aren’t quite as eager to buy the big SUVs and things. We are very price-sensitive in this country, and for them, for 
the auto manufacturers, it’s the SUVs and the trucks that make them the most money. So, if you don’t know what the 
standards are going to be, go on producing those ones that are more polluting just because you get more money. And, 
rather than scaling that back and putting more into your electric vehicles. They’re all going for electric vehicles to one 
degree or another and a lot of the corporations, you know, it’s easy to paint them all with a broad brush, but they’re not. 
A lot of them are just going ahead and doing what’s right because they know what’s right and because the public 
demands it. 
 
10:37 --> 10:42 
BONNIE: What has the administration done to solar power in this country? 
 
10:42 --> 10:45 
WHITMAN: Not a lot for it. 
 
10:45 --> 10:47 
BONNIE: No, but I mean, it’s trying to wipe it out, right? 
 
10:47 -->  



WHITMAN: Yeah, the president doesn’t believe in it, I guess. We’re discouraging it every way we can, we’re not putting 
money into research and development; and that’s where we’ve been talking earlier about China, and China making real 
inroads in environment. That’s where they’re going to make their inroads; they’re gonna make their inroads in producing 
the- well, they already have almost a lock on the special minerals that go into solar panels. But they’re gonna start 
producing solar panels. They’re gonna start producing more windows now. They’re not going to come to this country 
because we’re putting a tariff on them, but they’ll go to the rest of the world because the rest of the world gets it. They 
get that while humans don’t cause climate change, because the earth and its climate have been changing since the earth 
was formed, they get that our activities are so exacerbating a natural trend that mother nature can’t absorb it anymore 
and we can slow it down. We can’t stop it, but we can slow it down and prepare for it better. And that’s the way they’re 
moving, because they want healthy populations and they’re not going to get it if we don’t do something. 
 
11:52 --> 12:08 
BONNIE: Does China see an opening here to become the world’s leader on the environment? I mean, clearly that’s what 
they’re working on economically, but will they surpass us in terms of attempts to rollback pollution there? 
 
12:08 --> 12:44 
WHITMAN: Well, they have a long way to go before they get to that. They still are building coal-fired power plants. Yes, 
they’re building nuclear, and nuclear is the only form of base 24-hour power that produces no regulated pollutants or 
greenhouse gases while it’s producing power. So, they’re moving forward on that, but they’ve still got a huge, huge 
population to serve that’s growing economically and they’re going to continue to pollute in they’re production. They’re 
looking more at the production and money and trade and things that they can get from that because that helps grow 
their middle class, which is where their focus is right now, on growing the middle class. 
 
12:45 --> 13:11 
BONNIE: What do you think is going on with our reputation environmentally around the world? It was a Republican 
President, Nixon, who set up the EPA; you work for another Republican president who embellished the rules that were 
already there and made it tougher to pollute. Now what? What does this do to our reputation overseas? 
 
13:11 --> 14:02 
WHITMAN: Well, our reputation on everything overseas is- right now they’re shaking their heads and saying, “What’s 
happened to the United States? Where are you going? What is this all about? We don’t get it. We don’t understand how 
you can constantly diss your allies, and try to get closer and closer to those authoritarian governments.” And from the 
environment point of view, they’re saying, you know, “We care about these issues, but we’ve made this mistake before. 
When George W. Bush took us out of the Paris Accord, that was nothing new. I mean, President Clinton didn’t even take 
that up to the Hill, because he knew it wasn’t gonna go anywhere. 97 to nothing was a pre-vote on it, so it was 
bipartisan, sure. But it was the way he did it, because the rest of the world had been so engaged in developing the 
standards that- 
 
14:03 --> 14:10 
BONNIE: You’re talking about the global environmental treaty to rollback CO2. 
 
14:04 --> 14:57 
WHITMAN: Yes. Right. Pollution, CO2. And they were so focused on that, the Kyoto Protocol, they’d spent so much time 
doing it, that it meant a lot to them domestically. And we just kind of said, “Mm, no. We’re not gonna regulate. We’re 
not gonna be part of it. We’re not gonna regulate carbon” and too bad. Whereas, if we said, “Look, this is a flawed 
agreement. The Kyoto Protocol is flawed. We’re not gonna be part of that, we’ll talk to you about how you renegotiate 
it.” I think they would’ve jumped on board and love it. It would have at least recognized their domestic politics and have 
made it more difficult for us to deal with them after 9/11 and things to get all the kind of support that we needed 
because of the way we kind of use a colloquialism “flip them the bird” on this particular issue that was of great 
importance to them. 
 
14:57 --> 15:03 
BONNIE: How was the Kyoto treaty flawed, and how did it need to be fixed? 



 
15:03 --> 16:49 
WHITMAN: Well, it didn’t include, there was really nothing much on the developing countries, particularly China and 
India, who by far were huge polluters, and by far some of the biggest, and it didn’t set any timetable for them to even 
bring them on board, and so it was really heavily weighted against- not against, but heavily- put a heavy- heaviest 
burden on the United States. Way out of proportion to what needed to be done with these other countries. And there 
was not path forward to get them involved. There was under the Paris Accord, I mean, that’s what had just about every 
country every developed country, signed on. But there were no, contrary to what people have said, Obama made a 
pledge of... I can’t even remember how much it was, that we were going to pt toward reaching the goals. That was just a 
pledge. There’s no legal requirement. Everybody said, “Oh, you know. He’s giving away the entire store and we’re gonna 
have to do all these things.” No, we weren’t gonna have to. That was just a goal. He did pledge one hard number, but it 
was a third of what everyone was talking about. And the only legal requirement in the whole of the Paris Accord is that 
you report on a regular basis how you have moved toward the targets. Doesn’t say have to reach the targets, doesn’t say 
you have to live with whatever you said as a target, doesn’t say how you’re gonna do anything. It just says that you have 
to report that, “are you making progress toward reducing your carbon emissions” or not your greenhouse gas emissions. 
That, to my mind, was a huge step forward and when we dumped that when President Trump said, “No, sorry. Don’t like 
that.” That was a real blow to our reputation, and so now in anytime you have environmental meetings, we’re kind of at 
the back of the room. Nobody pays much attention to us. 
 
16:49 --> 17:07 
BONNIE: And being there, at this point in your career, how does it change how you work with the party? I mean, you 
were obviously a party star for many years in various capacities. What do you think of your party now? 
 
17:08 --> 18:33 
WHITMAN: Well, I’d have to change the title of my book as “My Party, Too”. You know that there’s so many disaffected 
Republicans out there. They’re not who you hear about, because they don’t control the levers of power, here in 
Washington, which is where the news sort of generates. And they are the operatives, not that the more extreme are the 
operatives, because people haven’t been voting in primaries and they’ve been leaving it to the more passionate political 
members. They’re not bad people, they’ve just exercised their right to franchise and the rest of the population more in 
the center hasn’t. So, there are a lot still out there that are very frustrated, which is why only twenty percent of the 
American people identify as Republicans now. Twenty-nine percent, excuse me. Thirty percent is Democrats, and forty is 
Independents, but we’re losing. We’re losing members and that’s because Republicans are not happy with the hardline 
that’s been adopted in so many things, and the inconsistencies. It’s one thing to be for Family Values and then turn 
around and support someone that’s ripping families apart at the border. That hasn’t set well with a whole host of people 
who are supporters of the president and some of the other things he does. But you look in the Family Values, people 
would still excuse him on that. You want to say, “how can you do that? How can you talk about family?” And then on the 
one hand and the importance of family, and on the other say, “Yeah, but they came from a different country, so it’s okay 
to take their kids away from them.” 
 
18:34 --> 18:49 
BONNIE: Well, it’s a transactional deal, isn’t it? They’re getting the legislation they want approved, they’re getting the 
EPA done away with, they’re getting the Supreme Court justices they want to roll back gay marriage and overturn Roe v 
Wade. 
 
18:50 --> 19:54 
WHITMAN: Mm-hmm. They are, and I understand that they have very important issues. There are some issues that are 
more important, but I still have to believe that dragging children away from their parents has got to go counter to 
anything anyone with any kind of sensibilities would want to see or believe is good, because frankly, those families and 
those children are traumatized. And they’re gonna be traumatized for a long time. How they integrate with society going 
forward, who knows. They are, potentially, some of the likely recruits for some of the terrorist groups, because they’re 
not gonna like this a whole lot, having done this to them. And the same with the families. I mean, you can't blame them. 
You can’t think that this happens in a vacuum and there are no consequences for it down the road. So, it’s not making us 
safer. There are better ways to do it, and, you know, the fact that - I can’t remember what it was. INH or whether it was 



the HHS that said, “Oh, you know, it’s all in the computer. We can them as a matter of keystrokes to put the kids back 
together with their parents, and guess what? It wasn’t. 
 
19:55 --> 20:19 
BONNIE: Now, I recall at the recovering Republican convention starting in 1976 and every convention there would be a 
room full of a thousand women who look very similar to you; very well-dressed, very well appointed; who were 
pro-choice Republicans. Do they exist anymore? 
 
20:19 --> 20:47 
WHITMAN: You know, they do, but we just closed the Republican majority for choice because there wasn’t the financial 
support there for what- really it was because so much was happening in Washington here in Washington that was going 
contrary to everything that our MC was trying to do that they thought. They just got so frustrated, they said “this isn’t- 
you can’t do this anymore. We’re not getting the support, we’re losing the party” and people were moving over to the 
Democrats or the independent. 
 
20:47 --> 20:51 
BONNIE: And, what are you doing to try to reclaim your party? 
 
20:51 --> 21:22 
WHITMAN: Well, I’ve always believed that you’ve got to stay part of it and be in it to try to change it, and so I’m trying to 
support the candidates who are part of, for instance, the problem-solvers caucus. In the Congress there are 24 
Republicans, 24 Democrats who have said, “We are gonna stick together on the big issues. We’re gonna address them, 
and if 2/3 of us agree on a position, we’ll vote as a bloc. And that becomes very significant if the numbers after this next 
election get close. They’ll become very influential because I’ll have to go. Leadership will have to go to them. 
 
21:22 --> 21:28 
BONNIE: Tell me about efforts that are going on to reclaim the Republican party for the middle. 
 
21:28 --> 23:11 
WHITMAN: Well this isn’t so much for the Republican Party, but I co-chair with Preet Bharara, the Task Force on 
democracy in the rule of law that’s at the Brennan Center and what we’re looking at is how do we institutionalize what 
we used to consider normal behavior: independence of the press, freedom of interference with the judiciary and law 
enforcement ethical standards. How do we deal with these issues and we’re taking them one at a time. We’re going to 
them, getting into them in depth, we hope to have the first of the papers out by the end of the summer in order to be, 
hopefully, part of the mix as we go into the election. It’ll be on the ethics and it’s not about this president, it’s about the 
institutions of government that have made us who we are today, and how strong we are, that are being breached and 
have been breached in the past and are being breach. And most of those, not all of them, but I don’t know how many of 
them will be called for legislative action. Some for regulation and some just to put in the minds of the public to say, 
“They should ask purported representative or someone who wants their vote, is seeking their vote, “Where do you 
stand on this? What do you think about this?” You know, “should all candidates for national office and for the 
presidency and the vice presidency or maybe all national office have to release their tax returns once they’ve gotten on 
the ballot, if they’re on the ballot?” Those kind of questions. We haven’t come to any final decisions on any of this kind 
of thing, but are the issues that we’re talking about. Those are the things that we’re trying to address to get it back in 
public’s mind that these things are important. Whether you’re Republican or Democrat, you should be able to support 
these and try to get our government back to working for us, rather than for the parties. 
 
23:11 --> 23:15 
BONNIE: And you’re out speaking to young Republicans? What are you telling them? 
 
23:14 --> 24:32 
WHITMAN: We speak to young people in general. You know, I’m telling you about ethics in government, telling them 
about the importance of being involved and reminding them that we are the owners of this government, we’re the only 
ones who can affect change. I mean, you mentioned Richard Nixon starting the Environment Protection Agency, and that 



was 1970. That was at a time when you had college campus anti-vietnam riots and kids were kids. You have race riots in 
our cities and they were burning. You had a whole lot going on and it wasn’t that Congress suddenly one day got up and 
said, “Oh, gee. Let’s take on the environment.” Because you had the same kind of dynamic as you have today. You had 
some Democrats who thought there couldn’t be enough regulation. Some Republicans who thought any regulation was 
bad. It was the people. Rachel Carson wrote the Silent Spring and the public stood up and said, “We’re tired of rivers 
that burst into flame for no particular reason, we’re tired of watching forests die from air pollution; being told we can’t 
go outside because of air quality alert, and we’re tired of watching the land turn into a garbage dump. And they put the 
pressure on the Congress and on the President, so you had a Republican President working with a Democratic Congress 
who established EPA, Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, Safe Drinking Water Act. That’s what people have to remember: 
we’re the ones that need to be heard and need to tell people, “This is what we want our of our government.” This is 
what we need. 
 
24:33 --> 24:35 
BONNIE: Thank you so much. 
 
24:35 --> 24:36 
WHITMAN: Pleasure. 
 
24:36 --> 24:51 
BONNIE: And it’ll be fun to watch you continue in your fight. That’s it for this edition. Please follow me on Twitter and 
visit our website: pbs.org/to-the-contrary. And whether you agree or think to the contrary, see you next week. 


